Large-area and high-precision fabrication of aspheric micro-lens array
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As a structure composed of two-dimensional arrays of microscale lenses, micro-lens array (MLA) has attracted the attention of both academia and industry due to its distinctive optical properties and wide applications. Recently, MLA has gradually stepped into diverse application fields, such as wave front sensing, virtual reality/augmented reality display, beam shaping, micro/wide viewing angle imaging, light-field camera, optical communication and many other emerging applications.

However, with the traditional MLA fabrication approaches, such as the hot reflow, ink-jet and self-assembly, it is difficult to fabricate aspheric micro-lens array (AMLA) directly with a desired arrangement and profile, which determines AMLA's optical performances. Meanwhile, the drawbacks, such as the debris induced by the top-down writing, difficulties in the topography controlling and the process complexity, hinder these methods from large-scale commercialization.

In a new paper published in Light: Advanced Manufacturing, a team of scientists, led by Professor Chengqun Gui from State Key Laboratory of Advanced Lithography, The Institute of Technological Sciences, Wuhan University, Wuhan, and co-workers have demonstrated the fabrication and characterization of AMLA via the single beam exposure DLWL, which can satisfy the high requirement of optical performances.

To control the profile, an optimization method was employed in our study to reduce the AMLA profile deviation from the desired one. Parallel and scattered light sources were used to test the different optical performances of the AMLA, and the results meet quite well with our design. Due to the high flexibility of our approach, AMLA with different filling factors and an off-axis AMLA can also be readily fabricated with the one-step photolithography. Finally, an auto-stereoscopic-display with flexible thin film has been prepared by using above technology, which exhibits a new way to provide flexible holographic display at low cost.
Compared to the traditional MLA fabrication methods, this advanced photolithography technology is the high flexibility in design, which can significantly improve the performance of many functional devices based on MLA. These scientists summarize the advantage and application prospect of this advanced photolithography technology:

"We show the AMLA with dimensions of 30 × 30 mm² can be fabricated within 8 h 36 min, corresponding to a high-speed writing exceeding 100 mm²/h. In fact, we can fabricate MLA with area larger than 500× 500 mm². Meanwhile, the profile of fabricated AMLA was optimized successfully via a three-dimensional optical proximity correction (relative profile deviation down to 0.28%) and surface roughness was sub 6 nm in average."

"It has many application prospects, such as laser beam shaper and wave-front sensor. For example, to realize a freeform beam shaper, the micro-lenses inside a MLA should be aligned irregularly (i.e., the focused spot arrays are randomly distributed), which requires a complex greyscale mask for other approaches. Using the laser direct writing
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